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DISCLAIMER
Jenga Investment Partners ("JIP", or the "investment club") is an investment club structured in the UK that makes concentrated
investments in globally listed companies. JIP's objective is to maximise its long-term compound annual rate of growth for its
partners.
JIP was founded in 2019 with the purpose of establishing a track record before converting into an investment fund. By June 2021,
the managing partner began working towards transitioning JIP from an investment club into a Cayman Island domiciled fund.
The pitch deck does not constitute or form part of any offer to issue or sell, or any solicitation of an offer to subscribe or purchase
any investment; nor shall it or the fact of its availability form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with any contract, therefore.
This information is directed only at: (i) certain persons having professional experience relating to investments; and (ii) certain high
net worth organisations, each as set out under the Financials Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005. No
other person will be permitted to invest in the Fund.
All content on this pitch deck is issued by Jenga Investment Partners and is for private circulation only. Distribution of this
information to any person other than the person to whom this information was originally delivered and to such person's advisors is
unauthorised, and any reproduction of these materials, in whole or in part, or the divulgence of any of their contents, without the
prior consent of Jenga Investment Partners in each such instance, is prohibited.
JIP may own shares of companies written in this pitch deck. It's vital for readers to do their own research and not form an
investment opinion based on what is written in any of our stock pitch decks.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Medifast has delivered a successful turnaround of the OPTAVIA franchise and has exceeded initial growth expectations
While its competitive advantages might be unclear to some, Medifast is our top choice in our health and wellness
theme among global peers
OPTAVIA stands out from other weight-management kit companies due to the 'Habits of Health Transformational
System', which goes beyond weight management to 'mind and body management'
Obesity and diabetes remains a big issue in the USA, costing the economy about $147 billion per year
While we believe the wellness market is very competitive, from tracking devices like Garmin and Fitbit to technology
platforms like Noom and other meal kit providers such as HelloFresh, we believe Medifast only needs to grab a 'small
share' of the American and Asia-Pacific market to be successful
We believe Medifast's investments in supply chain capabilities in Ridgley, Maryland, its community and technology
platforms like OPTAVIA Connect will continue to drive revenue and operating profits growth

We see an upside of 213% over the next three years

THE USA OBESITY PROBLEM
42.4% US OBESITY PREVALENCE
As of 2018, 42.4% of US adults are said to be obese. Severe
obesity now stands at 9.2% of the population

USD 147 BILLION OBESITY-RELATED MEDICAL COST
Data from Medical Expenditure Panel Surveys shows $147 billion
per year from insurance, loss of work to medical costs

19.3% CHILDHOOD PREVALANCE OF OBESITY
The prevalence was 19.3% in 2019 and currently affects 14.4 million
children and adolescents

ESTIMATED 32,364 REGISTERED DIETITIANS
There are only 32,364 registered dietitians currently employed in
the United States. 85% of registered dietitians are women while the
average age is 43 years old with an average salary below the USA
median salary

WELLNESS BEYOND OBESITY
FITNESS REMAINS VITAL FOR MENTAL HEALTH
A study of 1.2 million people in the USA found that people who
exercise report 1.5 fewer days of poor mental health a month

33 MILLION AMERICANS HAVE DIABETES
Approximately 1 in 10 Americans has diabetes. 89% of adults with
diabetes were overweight, while 38% were physically inactive

$73 BILLION WEIGHT LOSS MARKET
Shifts in consumer habits have renewed growth in the health and
wellness food market

$16 BILLION FITNESS APP MARKET
Improved capabilities from artificial intelligence to internet speed is
fuelling the adoption of fitness app tools to facilitate a healthier
lifestyle

MEDIFAST
Medifast manufactures and distributes weight management, healthy living products and
other nutrition consumables products in the United States and the Asia-Pacific via its ecommerce platform and its franchisee system. Medifast helps clients via its coaching
network of more than 61,000 OPTAVIA coaches.

THE MEDIFAST STORY
Medifast was founded in 1980 by Dr William Vitale with a strategy of selling diet
products via other doctors who in turn prescribed them to patients.
1988, Oprah Winfrey shared she lost 67 pounds via the Optifast meal
replacement developed by Dr Vitale which fuelled a speculative excitement for
Medifast (then called Jason Pharmaceuticals).
Jason Pharmaceuticals became complacent and a series of allegations from
misleading advertising to safety risks impacted growth
Vitamin Specialities soon bought out Jason Pharmaceuticals and fell on the
verge of bankruptcy until they evolved their strategy to the controversial multilevel marketing strategy.
Between 2001 and 2017, Medifast grew revenues from $5 million to $301
million, a CAGR of 28% over 16 years.
In 2017, one of Medifast's subsidiaries, 'Take Share For Life' changed its name to
OPTAVIA and adopted new strategies combining coaches and meal kits.

A 500-bagger over the past 20 years

A £100 investment in Medifast would be worth £50,000 in 20 years

THE OPTAVIA TURNAROUND
While growth and profitability were reasonably solid for most of the original
Medifast years, OPTAVIA unlocked a new era for the group
The 'Habits of Health Transformational System' at OPTAVIA changed its strategy
to less about 'weight loss' to more on 'weight, body and mind management'
The OPTAVIA community of like-minded and driven coaches provided a backbone
for the OPTAVIA brand to create a sustainable model for growth
Improved technologies available to the 'Gig Economy' was vital for the OPTAVIA
coach system success
OPTAVIA has now impacted over 2 million people in America, from coaches to
OPTAVIA meal kit subscribers. Support beyond the initial weight loss goal is where
OPTAVIA stands out among the many weight management programs
In 2020, Medifast ranked 2nd in the Fortune 100's list of fastest-growing American
companies. Medifast also ranked 22nd in 2021, being the only health and wellness
company on the list

MEDIFAST
A brief history of the company
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KEY NUMBERS
3YR REVENUE CAGR - 48%
Revenue growth is driven by the increased
number of coaches, OPTAVIA subscriptions

3YR EBIT CAGR- 52%
Investments in plants and customer
support improving profitability

LTM EBIT MARGIN - 14%
Streamlined distribution channel has
improved its profit margins

DEBT/CAPITAL - 0%
Debt-free with cash representing 43% of
total assets

Forward EV/EBIT - 9x
Market undervalues current and future
projected growth

WHY THEY CAN ACHIEVE THIS
Differentiated model to weight management
OPTAVIA has evolved its direct to consumer model away from the traditional diet and multi-level marketing
model, which involve 'agents' holding inventory and selling meal kits to consumers. Its community goes beyond
just dieting to maintaining a healthy lifestyle which has proved to be the biggest problem for consumers

Execution
While any wellness company could replicate OPTAVIA's model, the execution by management is what truly
matters. Management has executed initial production capacity, OPTAVIA brand growth well ahead of expectations

Brand awareness
90% of OPTAVIA coaches were previous OPTAVIA clients, providing an incentivised structure for brand growth.
OPTAVIA has impacted more than 2 million lives in the USA and continues to grow in the Asia-Pacific region (Singapore
and Hong Kong)

MEAL KITS + COMMUNITY
Medifast uses a direct to selling strategy to provide subscribers
with meal kits to aid fitness goals alongside a community of likeminded coaches.
Why is the meal kit + community combination important?

10%

60%

66%

47% of US adults
set resolutions
but only 10%
stick with it

Blame motivation
and the right
support system for
failed fitness goals

Prefer small, daily
lifestyle changes to
fast short-term diet
plans

PRODUCT BREAKDOWN - PROGRAMS

OPTIMAL WEIGHT 5 & 1
PLAN

OPTIMAL WEIGHT 4 & 2 & 1
PLAN

OPTIMAL HEALTH 3 & 3
PLAN

Encourages 6 small meals a day

Encourages 7 meals a day

Encourages 6 meals a day

5 daily meals are OPTAVIA Fuelings
among 50 products like shakes,
soups, bars, pudding. 1 snack

4 daily meals are OPTAVIA Fuelings,
two are lean and green meals and
one healthy snack

3 daily meals are OPTAVIA fuelings
and 3 are balanced meals eaten
every 2/3 hours

Coaches counsel clients on which
fuelings to select depending on
goals

This is optimal for clients who want
to continue eating all food groups

This is optimal for consumers who
want to sustain a healthy weight

PRODUCT BREAKDOWN - NUTRITION

OPTAVIA ESSENTIAL
FUELINGS

OPTAVIA SELECT FUELINGS

SNACKS

Contains 24 vitamins and minerals,
complete protein and no colours,
flavours from artificial sources

Non-GMO line of products with a
unique flavour that supports optimal
weight plans above

Snacks range from lean & green
meals, infusers & tea, supplements
and snacks

Contains
patented
probiotic
GanedenBC30 to support the
digestive system

Formulated for those that desire
Non-GMO products

Lean & green meals - $31
Snacks - $11

Prices range from $20 to $24
Prices range from $415 to $458

Infuser - $19

PRODUCT BREAKDOWN - INFLATION
OPTAVIA are raising prices by approximately 3.2% due to inflation

PRODUCT BREAKDOWN (3)

Powder
46%

Food
54%

Unit Sales split between food and
powder-based products

COACHING AND COMMUNITY

The OPTAVIA Community of like-minded people providing
each other with support and real-time connection has been
vital for its success
OPTAVIA currently has over 61,000 active earning coaches
(Q3 2021)
91% of coaches were previous OPTAVIA coaches, which
promotes a holistic wellness program
The average revenue per active earning coach was $6,773 in
its most recent quarter
The OPTAVIA community goes beyond weight loss to healthy
lifestyle and mental health management

COACHING (ECONOMICS)
Coach registration
Must be 18, have a valid tax ID and differentiate between medical service
and coaching support
Coaches provide information and state dietician or medical qualifications

Business kit package and annual fees
The business package costs $199, and renewing annual business costs $99
The business kit provides materials to support OPTAVIA Coach

Engage with clients (typically friends or neighbours)
Coaches seek clients to support their fitness journey. Most clients typically
start with friends, family or neighbours. OPTAVIA coaching is about support,
not medical advice

Remuneration based on client purchase volume and no. of
clients
Coaches earn 15% commission on PCV from clients and client acquisition
bonus of up to $1,000
OPTAVIA coaches do not carry any inventory, and bonus buying is
restricted. Bonus is distributed on the 15th of each month. Cash payments
are banned

Promotion into Senior Coach
Coaches who mentor teams can transition from coach to senior coach to
manager to director. Coaches complete additional training and online exam
to advance into any integrated rank positions
Client acquisition bonus of $100 assist bonus for sponsoring a new coach

DIFFERENCE FROM A PYRAMID SCHEME
PYRAMID SCHEME

OPTAVIA APPROACH

INVENTORY

FULFILLMENT TO CONSUMER

Will hold inventory and sell directly to clients

OPTAVIA Coaches do not hold inventory and all sales occur
through OPTAVIA website or OPTAVIA individual coach page

PYRAMID RECRUITMENT

RECRUITMENT

Coaches are paid to recruit more members

OPTAVIA Coaches are not paid to recruit more coaches

TRANSACTIONAL

COMMUNITY

Coaches or Agents is simply about the
transaction and financial reward

OPTAVIA Coaching system is about providing support,
motivation and guidance for clients as they achieve fitness goals

INCENTIVES

LONG TERM INCENTIVES

Short-term commission culture is encouraged

PCV and CA
commitment

NO EXAMS OR QUALIFICATIONS

CHECKS AND INTEGRATED QUALIFICATIONS

Joining coaching team will be fairly easy, no
checks needed

All integrated positions are required to take exams and 90% of
OPTAVIA coaches have been through the OPTAVIA program and
achieved fitness goals

bonus

encourages

a

long-term

coaching

CLINICAL STUDIES
17 peer-reviewed publications over the past 10 years. A recent blind study on the coaching
program showed clients who speak with coaches more often losing twice as much weight

OPTAVIA BOOKS
The founder of OPTAVIA engages with coaches and clients via his Habits of Health series books
sharing lifestyle and dieting tips for weight management. OPTAVIA cookbooks also support clients

COMPETITION (PUBLIC COMPANIES)

Medifast outperforms most peers in growth, return on capital, profitability and
balance sheet health

COMPETITION (PRIVATE AND MEAL KITS)

JENNY CRAIG

NOOM

HELLOFRESH

Jenny Craig has a daily subscription
model for meal kit products, starting
at $13 per day to $23 per day

Noom is a subscription-based app
for tracking nutritional intake and
exercise habits

Jenny Craig also has a similar
coaching program for clients

Noom extends their solutions to
tailored solutions for chronic and
non-chronic conditions, diabetes and
stress-related management

Although meal kit companies like
HelloFresh aren't direct competitors,
we believe HelloFresh could easily
move into the curated weight loss
meal kit market

COMPETITION
While 100% results are not guaranteed, Medifast have delivered above-average results
PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS
The optimal weight 5 & 1 program has proved to be
immediately effective for consumers aiming to shed
weight

COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENT
Coaching community from annual events to local
meetups provide additional support for clients

PRICING AND CLIENT RETENTION
OPTAVIA meal kits are relatively pricier than direct
competitors like Nutrisystem and WW but cheaper
than Jenny Craig. Client retention beyond the first few
months remains an issue

SUPPLY CHAIN CAPABILITIES
Medifast has invested in supply chain capabilities from
plant capacity to distribution infrastructure with 57% of
employees working in manufacturing, logistics and
supply chain support

FUTURE GROWTH BEYOND CURRENT PRODUCTS
A strong balance sheet that supports future growth

SUPPLY CHAIN CAPABILITIES
Increased investments in
manufacturing and fulfillments to
support products worth up to $2
billion annually

GEOGRAPHIC EXPANSION
International expansion in Hong Kong
and Singapore commenced in 2019
and provides an entry point into the
largest global market (Asia-Pacific)

PRODUCT RANGE

APP-BASED SERVICES

Expansion in fuelings range (essential
and select fuelings), meal curation
classes with members and increased
engagement within communities

Extension of touchpoints between
clients and coaches with app-based
support. Features like progress
tracker, local fitness group locator etc

MANAGEMENT AND TEAM
Daniel Chard, Medifast's current CEO, joined the company in 2016 to
lead the turnaround and refreshed brand strategy after years as the
COO in Nu Skin Enterprises and Blyth.
Since 2016, Medifast's revenue has grown at a 39% CAGR while
operating profits have grown at a 44% CAGR. The ambitious $1 billion
annual sales target was achieved 4 months ahead of schedule.
We credit part of the turnaround execution to the revitalised company
culture at Medifast, which was a priority for new management.
Medifast's employee rating on Glassdoor has risen from 3.0/5.0 to
4.3/5.0 over the past few years.
In 2021, Medifast shut down all legacy Medifast operations to focus
entirely on growing OPTAVIA sustainably.
We view current management's focus on the product delivery and
supply capabilities to spur growth as a well-aligned strategy going
forward.
Overall, we believe the current management is owner-oriented despite
the very little insider ownership of shares.

TURNAROUND PLAN
Medifast's ambitious turnaround plan
was achieved 1 year ahead of
schedule

EMPLOYEE GROWTH
Employee number has grown from 425 in 2016
to 713 in 2021, 67% growth in 5 years

ONE TEAM MINDSET
Management has fostered a 'oneteam mindset' across manufacturing
to corporate support functions staff

SOCIAL MEDIA SCUTTLEBUTT
4.4/5.0 Rating on Glassdoor

Overall growth culture is supported by current staff
Great benefits such as 401k match but base pay remains an issue
Current employees are proud of the current culture and have great
relationships.
CEO Daniel Chard has more positive reviews than the average CEO

TIKTOK SCUTTLEBUTT
Coaches and clients share their review

Coaches and clients often share experiences on social media apps like TikTok.
Weight loss companies are often subject to negative reviews due to business model

INSTAGRAM SCUTTLEBUTT

OPTAVIA promote content from meal classes to coach feedback on their
Instagram page

INSTAGRAM SCUTTLEBUTT
The annual OPTAVIA Convention

The annual OPTAVIA Convention hosts coaches and employees for various
events from the success ceremony, block parties to the business coach
events over a weekend

FINANCIALS BREAKDOWN
Income statement ($) million
Revenue growth is driven by
coaching + meal-kit kit model for
clients
415% revenue growth over 5 years
(turnaround plan)
The average revenue per coach
continues to increase
Prices of meal-kits rising above
inflation line

Operating profits grew 5-fold in 5
years
Streamlined distribution and
manufacturing capabilities
Net Income margin of 11% is among
industry leaders

FINANCIALS BREAKDOWN
Balance sheet assets ($) millions

Cash on balance sheet doubled in 5 years and
now represents 43% of total assets

Inventory growth reflects supply chain
investments

Minimal PPE growth despite tripled investments in
supply chain plants and logistics

No goodwill reflects organic growth strategy at
Medifast

FINANCIALS BREAKDOWN
Balance sheet liabilities ($) millions

Interest-bearing debt-free balance sheet

FINANCIALS BREAKDOWN
Cash flow ($) millions

COO

CFO
Highly cash generative and a Free Cash Flow (FCF) yield of 5.3%
as of 2020
Minimal shares issued, high dividends yield and debt-free
operations

BASE CASE VALUATION
KEY ASSUMPTIONS
Revenue and Ebit will grow by 22-27% CAGR over the
next 3 years
EBIT Margin will reach 16% by 2024
EV/EBIT multiple will see a revaluation to 14x by 2024
Geographic expansion into Asia-Pacific
Average revenue per active earning coach growth
driven by coach promotion system improvements 6-8%
CAGR
Increased meal curation and meal-kit variety of
essential and select fuelings

Current Market Capitalisation- $2.2 Billion
2024 Market Capitalisation - $6.9 Billion

We see an upside of 213% over the next three years

WHY DOES THIS OPPORTUNITY EXIST?
Controversial business model often likened to a pyramid scheme

Mid Cap with only 3 analyst coverage

Volatile stock price chart over the past 2 decades

Sell off in consumer personal products due to inflation worries

KEY RISKS
EXPOSED TO DISRUPTION FROM INNOVATIVE COMPANIES
While Medifast's model is innovative and has executed well, the nature
of weight-loss and meal kits companies leaves them with a 'weak moat'

INFLATION RISKS ON FOOD COSTS
Inflation impact on food costs and commodities will affect Medifast's
bottom line in 2021 and 2022

COVID-19 SUPPLY CHAIN AND DISTRIBUTION
Supply Chain disruptions marginally impacted Medifast in Q3 2021. It's
unclear how Medifast may deal with the Omicron COVID-19 strain

RELATIONSHIP WITH CLIENTS AND BAD PUBLICITY
Negative feedback on social media could deter new clients and
damage OPTAVIA's brand image, which will impact future growth

Thank You
Questions? Feedback? Comments?
www.jengaip.com
dede.eyesan@jengaip.com
+447460035307
4th Floor, Franklin Building
124 Goswell Road
London, UK.
EC1V 7DP

